This manuscript is a complementary publication to supplement the article referred above. The statistical techniques used are standard in extreme value theory (see Embrechts et al. (1997) or the book by Coles (2001) ).
Global Analysis
We start by doing a preliminary data analysis in order to capture the main features of the Portuguese wildfire data. The strong spatial and temporal variations shown by the data will be addressed at later stages. Figure 1 shows the behavior of all the data set, as well as the observations ≥ 100 hectares. The box-plot of the complete data clearly displays a considerable number of large values. It is quite evident from this plot that any model fitted to the complete data set, no matter how good it is, would result in the underestimation of large fires. This suggests that large fires should be modeled separately. Asymptotic models suggested by extreme value theory are good candidates. Moreover, the two histograms and the two boxplots presented in Figure 1 look the same. This suggests that the data is heavy-tailed.
The first step is to find out the extent of the tail heaviness.A common way to assess the heaviness of a tail is by means of the QQ-plots. Let x i:n be the ith observation of an ascending ordered sample (x 1:n ≤ x 2:n ≤ ... ≤ x n:n ). In an Exponential QQ-plot, the exponential quantiles, given as − ln(1 − p i ), where p i = i/(n + 1), are plotted as a function of the ordered sample, x i:n , i = 1, 2, ..., n. In a Pareto QQ-plot, − log(1 − p i ) are plotted as a function of log(x i ). As is known, the Pareto distribution is heavier tailed than the exponential distribution. Exponential distribution is known to be in the domain of attraction of the Gumbel distribution, whereas, the Pareto distribution is in the domain of attraction of the Fréchet distribution. Therefore, both distributions are commonly used as benchmark to assess the thickness of the distribution's tail and consequently for choosing the appropriate model for large values. The linearity of a QQ-plot indicates that the underlying model might be adequate to the data. The exponential and the Pareto tails are given byF (x) = exp(−λx), The linearity of the plot is evident for the Pareto QQ-plots, specially for the "≥ 100 hectares" sample. The overall conclusion of this preliminary data analysis is that the wildfires with scars above 100 hectares satisfy the threshold stability criteria and that the data are consistent with a heavy-tailed distribution, belonging to the domain of attraction of a Fréchet distribution. The statistical methods of inference on large observations are based on the assumption that the data are independent and identically distributed. However, by nature, the data clearly show spatial and temporal variations which invalidate this assumption. Therefore, a careful analysis of the temporal and the spatial variation inherent in the large values is needed.
Temporal Analysis
In order to assess the temporal variation that is expected to exist in large observations, QQ-plots for each of the 21 years of data are represented in Figures 3 -7. The Pareto QQ-plots of the 21 years look very similar. Because of their evident linearity, we conclude the tails of the underlying distributions (for all the years) are heavy-tailed. 
Spatial analysis
The regions of Portugal (Figure 8 ) that are considered in this study, as well as the notation used, are:
1 -Minho and Douro Litoral; 2 -Trás-os-Montes and Alto Douro; 3 -Porto; 4-Beira Interior; 5 -Beira Litoral, Estremadura and Ribatejo; 6 -Lisboa; 7 -Alentejo; 8 -Algarve The distribution of the number o fires that occurred in terms of the regional distribution is presented in Figure 9 , both for the original sample and for the sample of all the observations ≥ than 100 hectares. The data is presented in Table 1 . The plots show that region 4 has (both) the largest number of wildfires and also of large wildfires. The Pareto QQ-plots of the eight regions are presented in Figure 11 . These plots clearly show that, although there is some variation from one region to another, all the underlying distributions of the eight regions are heavy-tailed. So far, the preliminary data analysis has indicated us that:
1. The data is consistent with a heavy-tailed wildfire size distribution, belonging to the domain of attraction of the Fréchet distribution.
2. There are strong annual, as well as regional, variations in the wildfire sizes. However, large wildfires sizes, over different year and regions, are all consistent with a heavy-tailed distributions, all belonging to the domain of attraction of (possibly different) Fréchet distributions. Hence, different Fréchet extreme value distributions could be fitted to each of the annual and regional data sets to assess the regional and temporal variations in the behavior of extreme wildfires.
However, rather that making inference on the extreme values by fitting Fréchet distributions to the annual and to the regional data, we will make in-ference on excess wildfire sizes over a fixed threshold, using the generalized Pareto distribution (GPD). This inferential method is often called Peaks Over Threshold (POT) . The duality between the two inferential techniques is well established. Inference based on excesses is often more data-efficient, and is preferred to direct inference on extreme value distributions. The estimated model parameters of the extreme value model can be recovered from the estimated model parameters of the corresponding GPD. We refer the reader to any book on extreme value theory, such as Embrechts et al. (1991) or Coles (2001) .
Hence, we assume that the excesses (or exceedances) above a sufficiently high threshold (u) have, in the limit, a GDP. The distribution function of the GPD(k,σ), k ∈ and σ > 0, is given by:
where σ > 0 and k ≥ 0, x > 0, while for k < 0 the range is 0 < x < −σ/k. The parameters k and σ correspond, respectively, to the shape and scale parameters of the distribution.
We note that the exponential and the Pareto distributions belong to generalized Pareto class of distributions.
The crucial issue of the POT method is the choice of the threshold u. There must be a "trade-off" between bias and variance of the estimators of the parameters. In fact, a too low u results directly in an increase of the number of large observations used for the inference, which increases the bias while decreasing the variance of the estimators. On the other hand, a high u reduces the portion of the sample used for the inference and therefore decreases the bias of the estimators, while increasing their variances.
In order to choose an adequate u, we usually plot the estimates of the parameters, as a function of either the threshold or the number of upper order statistics (r):
• the sample mean excess function (MEF) given as
, where 1 is the indicator function.
• the Pickands' [Pickands (1975) ] and the Moments [Dekkers and de Haan (1989) ] parameter estimates,
• the estimates provided by a bias-corrected version of Hill's estimator [Beirlant et al.(2004) ],
• the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimates.
The aspect of the MEF gives valuable information regarding the tail of the distribution. Again, the exponential and the Pareto are used as benchmarks. It is known that the theoretical MEF of an exponential distribution is constant, regardless of the value of u considered. The theoretical Pareto MEF is linear with a positive slope, for every threshold u considered (see e.g. Embrechts et al. (1991) The moments' estimator These plots, as well as the ones that follow, may be difficult to analyze. As such, they should all be considered, simultaneously, to produce an adequate value of u for each region. By a careful analysis of the plots presented in Figure  14 , it can be deduced that the number of upper order statistics r which should be selected, or the corresponding threshold u = x n−r:n , for each of the region can be chosen as:
Regions 1 Based on the above arguments, we have fitted different GPD models with several different thresholds. The best models for each of the eight regions are chosen based on bias-variance arguments.
GPD models -let M ij be the jth GPD model of the ith region, j = 1, 2, ..., mod i , being mod i the number of models considered for region i and i = 1, 2, ..., 8. 
Fitting annual extremes
Similar inferential techniques are used to fit models for large values, separately for each of the 21 years. Therefore, a detailed information will not be provided here. One pertinent question that needs to be answered is: "Is if the probability structure of the extreme wildfires changing over time?". The fitted shape and scale parameters for each of the 21 years are given in Figure 18 . The above question can then be formulated as a statistical test based on the time series of the estimated parameters. These tests, based on the estimated autocorrelation structures, are standard in time series analysis. Unfortunately, due to the short series (21 consecutive observations), they have very low power. Therefore, we avoid making formal statements about the temporal variation of the probability structure. However, we note that the estimated autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions given in Figure 18 do not seem to indicate any temporal structure for the estimated parameters. An important issue is also to access the influence of the largest four observations recorded in 2003. Are they influential in terms of tail heaviness? Should they be rejected on the grounds that they are most likely outliers? We proceeded as follows:
• retrieve the largest observation and fit a first model;
• retrieve the largest and 2nd largest observations and fit a second model;
• retrieve the largest, 2nd and 3rd largest observations and fit a third model;
• retrieve the largest, 2nd, 3rd and 4th largest observations and fit a fourth model.
The estimates of k and σ, as well as the observations that were left out from this analysis, are presented in Table 6 The values contained in Table 6 clearly show the influence of these large observations on the estimated parameters (see Table 2 ).
